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Every effort has been made to assure the accuracy of this pattern; it is presented in good faith.
Pattern may not be reproduced or distributed by mechanical or electronic means
without express written permission of the copyright holder. Copyright holder grants the pattern owner
the right to make copies of the pattern pages as necessary for completing the project.

* The pattern also includes instructions for a variation using 14 fabrics,
instead of 28.

These yardages are sufficient to make both the Night and Day versions of the
quilt project. If only one quilt is being made, there is no change to the shaded
fabric requirements. However, in this instance, only the light OR the dark fabric
for the background/border/binding would be required, plus ¼ yard for the
accent border for one quilt.

Project requires ¼ yard (not fat quarters) of 28 fabrics. These fabrics should
be divided into four sets of seven fabrics, with each set shading from light to
dark.*
Background/Border/Binding: 23/8 yards of a light fabric and of a dark fabric.
The light should be lighter than any of the 28 shaded fabrics; the dark should be
darker. (A medium tone might also work; just be sure it provides good contrast
with the lightest and darkest strips in the four sets of shaded fabrics.)
Accent Border: ½ yard (total) of medium-dark fabric for Border 2 for both
quilts.

Fabric Requirements

Night & Day

Night & Day is an original design by Jinny Beyer, created to maximize the use of fabric and use speedy quiltmaking techniques such
as strip-piecing. You get two quilts from the same strip-sets: Day uses a light background and more of the lighter portion of the stripsets; Night uses a dark background and the darker portion. The result is two quilts with dramatically different looks!
Read the entire pattern before beginning. All seam
allowances are a scant ¼". Pattern assumes basic quiltmaking
knowledge and skills. Press seams after sewing. WOF = width
of fabric; LOF = length of fabric. Note that a pattern
variation requiring fewer fabrics is provided on page 7.

Border 1. From the lightest and darkest fabrics, cut four
1¼" x WOF strips, assuming 42" WOF. (If the fabric is less
than 42" usable inches, cut five strips. Cut the fifth strip into
quarters, sewing one piece to the end of each of the other
four strips.)

Please be aware that the pattern instructions are for
making both quilts – Night and Day – at the same time.

Border 3. From the lightest and darkest fabrics, cut six
5" x WOF strips. Cut two of the strips in half, and sew one
piece to the end of each of the four remaining strips.

Step 1: Make the Templates
Follow the instructions on page 4 to make the templates.

Border 2. This border is made in Step 7.
Step 4: Make & Cut the Strip-Sets
Working on one Set of fabrics at a time, sew the seven strips
together in shaded order, making a strip-set that measures
7½" x WOF (approx. 42"); press. Repeat to make four of
Sets 1 and 3, and two of Sets 2 and 4.

Step 2: Cut Fabrics for the Strip-Sets
The blocks in this project are made from four sets of stripsets; each strip-set is made from seven fabrics, shaded light to
dark (28 fabrics in total).
Sort the fabrics in shaded order in four sets. Set 1 and Set 3
are used with Template A; Set 2 and Set 4 are used with
Template B/Br.

Tester’s Tip: When sewing the strips together, alternate the end
you start from; this can help minimize bowing on long seams.
Referring to the Strip-Set Cutting Layouts on page 2, cut as
follows, aligning the base of the triangle along the edge of
the strip-set. (The tips of the triangles may extend
approximately 1/8" beyond the strip-set.) Label the blocks
as you cut them to avoid confusion during the next steps.

Set 1/Fabrics 1-7. Cut four strips, each measuring 1½" x WOF.
Set 2/Fabrics 8-14. Cut two strips, each measuring 1½" x WOF.
Set 3/Fabrics 15-21. Cut four strips, each measuring 1½" x WOF.
Set 4/Fabrics 22-28. Cut two strips, each measuring 1½" x WOF.
Step 3: Cut the Background/Border/Binding
Fabrics
There is sufficient yardage of the background/border/
binding fabrics (the lightest and darkest) to bind the quilts
using straight-grain or bias binding, with strips up to 2½"
wide. The type you choose affects how the background
fabric is cut. Choose one method.

Sets 1 and 3. From each strip-set, cut four using Template A;
two will be mostly light (Day) and two will be mostly dark
(Night). Eight of Day and eight of Night are required.
Sets 2 and 4. From each strip-set, cut four regular and four
reversed using Template B/Br. (To cut a reversed piece,
simply flip the template marked-side down on the fabric.)
Four will be mostly light (Day) and four will be mostly dark
(Night). Four regular and four reversed of Day and four
regular and four reversed of Night are required.

If Straight-Grain Binding. From the lightest and darkest
fabrics, cut four squares measuring 11", then cut each square
twice on the diagonal , making 16 triangles from each fabric.
These triangles are used in making the blocks in Step 5. Next,
cut six WOF strips up to 2½" wide for binding.
If Bias Binding. From the lightest and darkest fabrics, cut a
WOF piece measuring 25" long. From this piece, cut a 25"
square for the bias binding, and two squares measuring 11".
Next, cut a WOF piece measuring 11"; from it, cut two
additional squares measuring 11". Cut each of the four squares
twice on the diagonal , making 16 triangles from each fabric.
These triangles are used in making the blocks in Step 5.
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Strip-Set Cutting Layouts
Template A

Sets 1 & 3

Template A
Night

Template A

Night
Template B

Night
Template B

Day
Template B

These four are for the regular
Night and Day blocks.

Template Br

Template Br

Night

Sets 2 & 4

Day
Template B

Day

Night

Template A

Night

Day

Day
rB etalpmeT

Day
rB etalpmeT

These four are for the reversed Night and Day
blocks. They are cut with the template
marked-side down on the fabric.

Step 5: Make the Blocks
Follow the illustrations below to make the blocks, first sewing a background triangle to the B/Br triangles, then sewing that
resulting unit to the A triangles. Blocks measure just over 10¼" square including seam allowances.
Block 2 (Regular). Make four.

Block 1 (Regular). Make four.

Dark

Night - A
Set 1
Light

Day - A
Set 1

Dark

Day - B
Set 2

Night - B
Set 2

Day - A
Set 3

Day - B
Set 4

Block 2 (Reversed). Make four.

Night - A
Set 3

Dark

Light
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Day - Br
Set 4

Day - A
Set 1

Night - Br
Set 4

Day - Br
Set 2

Night - Br
Set 2

Dark

Light

Night - B
Set 4

Block 1 (Reversed). Make four.
Night - A
Set 1

Night - A
Set 3

Day - A
Set 3

Light

Step 6: Assemble the Quilt Center
Sew four blocks together into a quadrant, carefully orienting them as illustrated. Repeat for the remaining blocks. Sew the four
quadrants together as shown.

Block 2
Block 2r

Block 2r

Block 2r
Block 2

Block 1r

Block 1
Block 2r

Block 1
Block 2

Block 2

Step 7: Make & Attach the Borders
Border 2. From the accent fabric, cut five WOF strips
measuring 1½" wide. Cut the fifth strip into quarters, sewing
one piece to the end of each of the other four strips.

Block 1r

Block 1r

Block 1

Block 2

Block 1r

Block 1r

Block 2r

Block 2r

Block 1

Block 1
Block 2

Block 1r

Block 2

Block 1

Block 1r

Block 1

Block 2r

Block 2r

Block 1r

Block 2

Night

Block 1

Day

Step 8: Quilt & Bind
Layer the quilt as follows: backing (wrong side up), batting,
quilt top (right side up). Baste the layers together.
Quilt as desired.

Fold each strip in half crosswise and finger-press a crease in
the center. Matching the center creases, pin and sew Border
1 and 3 strips to opposite long sides of a Border 2 strip. (The
edges will not be even.) Press. Repeat for the remaining
three sets of border strips.

When the quilting is completed, trim the backing and
batting even with the edges of quilt top. Bind using your
favorite method or by following the instructions at
www.jinnybeyer.com/binding.

Follow the instructions for Jinny Beyer’s No-Math Method for
Perfectly Mitered Borders on page 6 to trim and sew the
borders to the quilt. (Although the illustrations show only
two borders versus the three used in this quilt, the process is
the same.)
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Templates
Trace Template B/Br onto semi-transparent template plastic, transferring all the lines and markings. Trace the two sides of
Template A on the next page onto plastic, then cut them out on the solid lines and the dashed match lines. Tape the two
halves together along the dashed line.

Template B/Br

4

Match here

Match here
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Jinny Beyer’s No-Math Method for Perfectly Mitered Borders
Jinny has developed a simple way to cut and sew mitered quilt borders -- no tape measures required. This method works for single or
multi-fabric borders, and for rectangular or square quilts; a rectangular quilt with a two-fabric border is illustrated here.
To make the borders for the top/bottom of the quilt, lay
one of the shorter border strips across the center of the
quilt horizontally as in the illustration below. (If you are
bordering a square quilt, all the borders will be the same
size.) Note that the top strip (as in the illustration) will
be the innermost border (Border 1) of the quilt so take
care to orient your border strips correctly.
Why the center of the quilt? Since the outside edges of a quilt
top often get stretched and opposite sides often measure slightly
differently, using a measurement taken from the middle of
the quilt will help keep the quilt from “ruffling” at the edges.

1

2

1

45°

2

To mark the first miter, position a right-angle triangle so
that one of the sides of the right angle runs along the
bottom edge of the border strip. Then carefully move the
triangle until the angled side touches the point where the
top edge of the border meets the edge of the quilt. (If you
are using a quilter’s ruler, align the 45° line along the
bottom edge of the border strip.)
Position the ruler carefully so the angle starts right at the edge of the
Mark then cut the 45° miter line. Repeat on the other side.
quilt top 1 . The 45° line of a quilter’s ruler or the base of a rightBecause the miter is cut right at the edge of the quilt, the
angle triangle should be flush with the bottom edge of the border
seam allowance is already included. Repeat to cut a second
strip 2 . Mark the mitered angles on the border strips then cut.
strip or use the first as a pattern. These are the top and
bottom border strips.

Repeat the process, this time laying a longer border strip vertically across the center of the quilt. (The fabric closest to the
center of the quilt will be the innermost border.) Cut two strips in this fashion for the sides of the quilt.
On the wrong side of the fabric of all four border pieces, mark the seam intersection point with a dot. Do the same for all four
corners of the quilt top.

On the wrong side of each border, draw a short line marking the ¼inch seam line along the short side of the border strip and the angled
side. You will match this seam intersection point with the dots marked
on the quilt corners.

Working one strip at a time, pin the border to the quilt center, matching the dots on the border and the quilt and easing in
any fullness. Sew the border strips to the quilt top, stopping and starting at the dots. Lastly, pin the angled border edges
together, carefully matching the seams if the border strips are made from multiple fabrics. Sew the miter seams, starting at the
dot and locking the stitches at the beginning and end of the seams.
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Night & Day with Fewer Fabrics
It is possible to make Night & Day using 14 (rather than 28) different fabrics. In this instance, you would be working with
only two sets of strip-sets, Set 1 and Set 2. Follow the main pattern, making the following changes.
Step 5
You will make eight each of Block 1 and Block 1-Reversed.
There is no Block 2 or Block 2-Reversed.

Fabric Requirements
Fabrics 1-7 - ½ yard each
Fabrics 8-14 - ¼ yard each (not fat quarters)
No changes to other fabric requirements.

Step 6
The block layout in this variation is the same as in the main
pattern, using only the regular and reversed blocks as shown.

Step 1
No changes.

Steps 7 & 8
No changes.

Step 2
Set 1/Fabrics 1-7. Cut eight strips.
Set 2/Fabrics 8-14. Cut four strips.
Step 3
No change.
Step 4
Use the strips cut in Step 2 to make eight Set 1 strip-sets and
four Set 2 strips-sets.
Set 1. The eight A-triangles required for each of Day and
Night will be cut from this set.

Reversed

Reversed

Regular

Regular

Reversed

Reversed

Regular

Reversed

Regular

Reversed

Reversed

Regular

Reversed

Regular
Reversed

Reversed

Regular
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Regular

Regular
Regular

Reversed

Reversed

Reversed

Regular

Regular

Regular

Reversed

Regular

Reversed

Reversed

Regular

Set 2. The eight regular and eight reversed B-triangles
required for each of Day and Night will be cut from this set.

Regular

Night & Day

Pattern Changes - Carnival Colorway
Night & Day is a free pattern download at www.jinnybeyer.com. To make the Carnival colorway, follow the instructions in the free pattern, substituting the fabrics noted here and making the changes noted below. Be sure to refer to
Page 7, Night & Day With Fewer Fabrics, since this colorway uses only the 14 strip-set fabrics shown here.
Fabric Requirements
& Cutting Directions
Fabric 8. Used for fabric strips and for Border 2
in Day version.
Fabric 10. Used only for fabric strips: cut four
strips measuring 1½" x 42".
Fabric 12. Used for fabric strips and for Border 2
in Night version.

Strip Set 1

Strip Set 2

1

8

2

9

3

10

4

11

5

12

6

13

7

14

Night Block-Reg.

Night Block-Rev.

Day Block-Reg.

Day Block-Rev.
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Dusk & Dawn

Dusk & Dawn are variations of the Night & Day quilts.
Dusk uses the lighter, brighter portion of the stripsets, and the dark background and borders.
Dawn uses the darker, deeper portion of the stripsets , and the light background and borders.
Dusk Block

Dusk Block Reversed

Dawn Block

Dawn Block Reversed
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Night & Day

Pattern Changes - Lagoon Colorway
Night & Day is a free pattern download at www.jinnybeyer.com. To make the Lagoon colorway, follow the instructions
in the free pattern, substituting the fabrics noted here and making the changes noted below. Be sure to refer to Page 7,
Night & Day With Fewer Fabrics, since this colorway uses only the 14 strip-set fabrics shown here.

Fabric Requirements
& Cutting Directions
Fabric 10. Used only for fabric strips: cut four
strips measuring 1½" x 42".
Fabric 12. Used for fabric strips and for Border 2.
(The kit includes sufficient fabric for both the
Night and Day quilts.)

Please note that the Strip Set images reflect the most
recent fabric selections; quilt and block images are
for general reference.
Strip Set 1

Strip Set 2

1

8

2

9

3

10

4

11

5

12

6

13

7

14

Night Block-Reg.

Night Block-Rev.

Day Block-Reg.

Day Block-Rev.
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Night & Day
Rainbow Bundle

These are the Rainbow Bundle fabrics that Jinny used in her Night & Day quilt.

Strip-Set 1

Strip-Set 2

Strip-Set 3

Strip-Set 4

3625-02

2143-04

2549-05

3624-02

2551-02

3285-02

2547-05

2551-01

2976-04

2146-04

2551-04

3625-08

1767-05

2548-03

3625-07

3626-04

3286-05

3284-03

1766-10

3624-03

3284-04

2146-03

3286-07

3281-06

2547-01

1763-04

2547-02

3282-04
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